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Montaigne essay are primarily based on the works of Michael D Montaigne, the essay is mostly
assigned to the students of literature but due to the lack of knowledge students are not able to cope
with the writing process of Montaignes essays. If you have been assigned to write the Montaigne
essays as well then you should first know who Michael D Montaigne was in the first place.

Who was Michael D Montaigne?

Michael D Montaigne was a very famous French writer who is literally considered a literary genius in
the history; most of the work has been done in the form of essays. He was not only a writer but a
deep thinker as well who is responsible for giving broth to the concept of modern skepticism. He
was the father of many contemporary trends such as amalgamation of the anecdotes with the
intellectual conjectures. He was a genius who designed many essays that were mostly published
during the turn of fifteenth century which were then translated in English by Charles Cotton.

Now, we will shed light on some of the essays written my Michael D Montaigne which were
translated by Mr. Cotton.

Some Essays by Montaigne:

1- All things have their seasons:

2- Of posting

3- Of sleep

4- That men by various ways arrives at the same end

5- That we laugh and cry for the same thing

6- Of thumbs

7- Use makes perfect

8- Of cannibals

9- Of the punishment of cowardice

10- Of sumptuary laws

11- That to study philosophy is to learnt o die

12- Of the vanity of words

13- To the reader

14- Of repentance

15- That a man is soberly to judge of the divine ordinances
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16- Tomorrowâ€™s a new day

17- Of sleep

18- Of thumbs

19- That we taste nothing pure

20- Of the battle of Dreux

We have given you twenty essays written by Michael D Montaigne so that you can write Michel
Montaigne essays after reading and understanding his style of work. Furthermore, you can also
write on any of the essay written by Michael D Montaigne or use them in your Montaigne essays. If
you want to read them online just search for â€œthe name of the essay by Montaigneâ€• and you will get
straight to the Michel De Montaigne essay. Although, there are other essays as well written by
Michael D Montaigne but the preceding ones are some of his best collection. As mentioned earlier,
Montaigne was a French essayist so he has written all of his works in french that was then
translated by Mr. Cotton, therefore the above are all the translated ones.

Hence, it is crucial that you first develop a topic for Michel De Montaigne essays and then work on
the rest of its parts. For this, you can ask your instructor to guide you or if they have asked you to
decide it then make sure you have the proper knowledge about the topic. Final words of advice are
to read some of the essay of Montaigne to get idea.
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Sam Collier is a senior research writer and provide help for a Montaignes essays and a Montaigne
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